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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
MAHATMA GANDHI UNIVERSITY-NALGONDA

goard of Studies in f.,

The members of Board of studies in physics for uG met on 31..01.2022from 2.30 pm to3.00 pm (Virtual mode through google meet: http//meet.google.com/etu_roes_wff) 
andcliscussed various issues pertaining to approve rf_r" nfryri.r ria ptu.Oor.ri., irirr'* o,all semesters of B.Sc. Course w.e.f 2019 _ 20 onwards.

Members Present:

1. Prof. D. Karuna Sagar

2. Prof. M. Srinivas

3. Prof.M. prasad

4. Prof.M.Laxman Naik
5. Dr. Md. Shareefuddin

6. Dr.N. V. prasad

Resolutions:

1' Resolved to adopt the B.sc. Physics and B.sc. Electronics syrabi of osmaniaUniversity as per the suggestion of Telangana state Council of Higher Education.2 Resol'ed to approve the above said syrii as it is without any modification andin for.ce w.e.f2019-20 onwards.
3 It is to be noted here that there is revision of B.sc. I Sem physics syrlabus _ UnitIV (special Theory of Relativity) syrlabus is adjusted in unii ttt urrd.,"* chapterOscillations is namecl as Unit IV. The theor

Mechanics ro Mechanics anci oscitlationr r"r r,J,,lif"iJ.ii:JJff li::,,r,i:Ichanged from Mechanics to Mechanics & Oscillations Lab.

(Pr<) t?X,aA-
(Prof. M. SriniJas)

\tr'\t4-
(Dr.N. V. prasad)

. Karuna Sagar)

(Dr. Md. Shareefuddin)

(Prof.M. Prasad)



B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University
w.e,f 2019-2020

MAHATMA GANDHI UNIVERSITY
B.Sc. (physics)

SCHEME FOR CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM
(YEAR & SEMESTER. WISE SCHEME OF HPW, CREDITS & MARKS)

Y

E

R

SE}I Course/Paper Course

Type*
Hrs /
Week

No. of
Credits

1 Marks

Internal SEM End Total

F

I
R

s
T

I
Mechanics & Oscillations DSC-1 4 1 20 80 100

M€chanics & Oscillations Lab (practicals) DSC- 1(Pr) I 25 25

II
Thennal Physics DSC-2 4 4 20 80 100

l herrnal Physics Lab (practicals) DSC-2(Pr) I 25 25

s
E

C

o
N

D

III

Electromagnetic Theory DSC-3 4 4 20 80 100

Electromagaetic Theory Lab (practicals) DSC-3(Pr) I 25 25

1) Erperimental methods & Error analvsis
2) Electrical circuits & Networking

SEC-I

SEC.2
2

2

2

2

IO

i0
40

40
50

50

IV

Waves & Optics DSC-4 4 1 20 80

25

100

25
Waves & Optics Lab (practicals) DSC-4(Pr) I

l) Basrc lnstrumentation
2) Digital Electronics

SEC-3

SEC-4
2

2

2

2

l0
t0

40

40
50

50
(A ) Modern Physics

C)r

(B) Computational physics

LA) lvlodem physd Lab (practjcals)
Or'

(B) Computational Physics Lab
(Pmcticals)

DSE-I 4 1

l

20 80 100

T
H

I

R

D

DSE-I (Pr)
25 25

I Rencrrabls qns1gl & I-ner.g1 harresting

( A) Elect|onics

Or
(B) Applied Oprics

(A) Electronics Lab (pl?cticals)

Or
I B) Applied Optic\ Lao (pracric:rl\r

Nanoscience

GE 4 1

4

20

20

20

80

80

25

80

100

DSE-2 4

VI

100

25
)sE-2 (P0 3 t

4

loject /
loursc in

eu of
rqiect

4
100

Total 30+16 120+80 630+320 750 + 400
+DSC: Disciplhe Spectfc Course (ord:

DSE. DBCiplin? Specitc Llectire t fkctivc):
Pr. Practicat
SLC: Skill Enlwncenent Course;
AE: Generic Electil)e

gr.lard of :ilrjrjics in physics,
.i,,1a hittrli; (,1a r,;n, urtiversrty
^. ! GOrJi)q.iog ?54 /T.i i.
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

B.Sc. (Physics)- I Year

Semester - I
Paper - I: Mechanics and Oscillations

(DSC-1: ComPulsory)

fptal: 56 hrs
(4 Hrs / week)

Unit - I
l. Vector Analysis ( 14)

S"rlu, ard Vecior fields, Gradient of a Scalar field and its physical significance. Divergence and Curl

of a Vector field and related problems. vector integration - line, surface and volume integrals' Stokes,

Gauss's and Green's theorems - simple applications.

Unit - II
2. Mechanics of Particles (7)

iu*i oi n1otion, motion oi variable mass system, motion of a rocket, multi-stage rocket, conservation

of energy and momentum. collisions in two and three dimensions, concept of impact parameter,

scattering cross-section.

3. Mechanics of Rigid Bodies (7)

n"fri,i"" 
"inigid 

6ody, rotational kinematic relations, equation of motion for a rotating body, angular

momentum and inertial tensor. Euler's equations, precession of a top, Gyroscope'

Unit - III
4. Central Forces (8)

Central forces - definition and examples, conseNative nature ofcentral forces, conservative force as a

negative gradient ofpotential energy, equation of motion under a central force, gravitational potential

ani graviiational field, motion under inverse square 1aw, derivation of Kepler's laws'

5. Special theory of RelativitY (8)

Caiiliean relativity, absolute irames, Michelson-Morley experiment, Postulates of special theory of

relativity. Lorenti transformation, time dilation, length contraction, addition of velocities, mass-energy

relation. Concept offour vector formalism.

Unit - IV
6. Oscillations (12)

Simple harmonic oscillator and solution of the differential equation - Physical characteristics of

SHM, Torsion pendulum Measurement of rigidity modulus, compound pendulum -

Measurement of ;g', combination of two rnutually perpendicular simple harmonic vibrations of

same frequency and different frequencies, Lissajous figures.

Damped harmonic oscillator, Solution of the differential equation of damped oscillator. Energy

considerations, Logarithmic decrement, relaxation time, quality factor, differential equation of

forced oscillatol and its solution, amplitude resonance, velocity resonance.

Note: Problems should be solved at the end of et'ery chapter of all units.

Board o! it I riiics in PhYsicer'
'!-rlonuf 

,'t',' C' d: r':n iir'tiverSlly

w.e.f 2019-2020

l'!Jld',o', i1 
._ ^._ ^E ^ 
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w.e.f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

Sussested Books

1. Berkeley Physics Course. Vol.l, Mechanics by C. Kittel, W. Knight, M.A. Ruderman - Zala_
McGraw hill Company Edition 2008.

2. Fundamentals of Physics. Halliday/Resnick /Walker Wiley India Edition 2007r.

L First Year Physics - Teh,6u Academy.
4. Introduction to Physics for Scientists and Engineers. F.J. Ruche. McGraw Hitt.
5. Fundamentals of Physics by Alan Giambattista et al Tota-McGrcrw Hill Company Edition, 2008.
6. University Physics by Young and Freeman, Pearson Education, Edition 2005.
7. sears and Zemansky's university Physics by Hugh D. young, Roger A. Freedm an pearson

Edu c ation Eleve nth Edition.
8. An introduction to Mechanics by Daniel Kleppner & Robert Kolenkow. The McGraw Hill

Companies.

9. Mechanics. Hans & Puri. TMH Publications.
J0. Engineering Physics. R.K. Gaur & S.L. Gupta. Dhanpat Rai publications.

11. The Feymman Lectures in Physics, Vol.-l, R P Feymman, RB Lighton and M Sands, BI
Publications,

12. Mechanics-P.K. Srivastava - New Age International.

?lYt*-"rt'-
CTTAIRMAN.

goard o! Sfudies in physics,,
,iula ha trna Gandhr i.jniversirv
r..lr GOIJL.]A- 5OS ?54 lT,,r #
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

B.Sc. (Physics)-[Year
Semester - I

Paper - I: Mechanics and Oscillations Practicals

(DSC-1: ComPulsory)

t

l. Measurement of errors - Simple Pendulum'

z. curlurution of slope and intercept ofy: mX +C graph by theoretical method (simple pendulum

experiment)

3. Study ofa compound pendulum- determination of 'g' and'k''

4. Y' by uniform Bending

5. Y by Non-uniform Bending.

6. Moment of Inertia of a flY wheel.

7. Rigidity modulus by Torsion Pendulum.

8. Deiermination of surface tension of a liquid through capillary rise method'

9. Determination of Surface Tension of a liquid by any other method'

10. Determination of Viscosity of a fluid.

ii. Obr"rrution ofLissajous figures from CRO- Frequency ratio. Amplitude and phase difference of

two waves.

12. Study ofoscillations ofa mass under different combination ofsprings- Series and parallel

13. Study of oscillations under Bifilar suspension- verification of axis theorems

Note; Minimum of eight experiments shoutd be perform.ed. Maximum of l5 students per batch and

maximum of threi stidents- per experiment .should be allotted in the regular practical class of three

hours per week.

Sugsested Books

1 . D.P. Khandelwal, "A laboratory manual for undergraduate classes" (Vani

Publishing House, New Delhi).

2. S.P. Singh, "Advanced Practical Physics" (Pragati Prakashan, Meerut)'

3. Worsnop and Flint- Advanced Practical physics for students.

4. "Practical Physics" R.K Shukla, Anchal Srivastava.

Soard o! Slridies in physic:r,
.rvla ha trn a GJ I rrjhr ij ri ive rs jty

^..rr GoNtDA. S06 ?54 /T.l ).r

w.e.f 2019-2020
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University
w.e.f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics)- I year
Semester - II

Paper - II: Thermal physics

@SC-2: Compulsory)
t*

Unit - I
Total: 56 hrs

(4 Hrs /week)

l. Kinetic theory ofgases: (6)
Introduction Deduction ol Maxwell's law of distribution of molecular speeds, Transport phenomena -Viscosity ofgases - thermal conductivity _ diffuri"; 

"i;;;;;. 
^

2. Thermodynamics: (g)
Basics of Thermodvnamics - Carnofs engine (qualitative) - carnot,s theorem - Kelvin,s and clausiusstatements Thermodvnamic ."ut. or t.ri?.uiuiJ: i;;;;;;, *rsicar sisnificance - change in entropy inreversibre and irreversibre processes Entiopy and disordei. Lrtropy of unirerse - Tempeiarure_ Entropy(T-S) diagram - change of entropy oru p".r".t g*Jun-g"-or 

"noopy 
*hen ice changes into steam.

Unit - II
3. Tbermodynamic poten(ials and Maxuell,s equatioDs: (7)
Thermodynamic potenriars - Derivation 

"r 
M;;;i;;;i.'oaynu*r" rerations _ clausius_clayperon,sequation - Derivarion for rario of specific rr*tr - o".i*ti", ro, din"r"n." 

"i;; rp";i;;;u,r'ro. p..r"",gas. Joule Kelvin effecr - expression for Joule K.l"i, 
"";ffi;i;;; fo, p".f";;;;; ;"uffi;;il#:..

4. Low temperature physics: (7)
Joule Kelrirr effect liquetacrion o[ gas using porous plug experimenr. Joule expansion - Distincrionbetween adiabatic and Joule Thomson expansion Erpression-for Joure fhomson cooring. Liqueracrion oI
i.1,ll_l;,[j,?]Yirl#:Hil,j*tli. d.,,gn.'i-,i[, ''i,i,.,;o, 

or ]ou remperarrires lirincipre or

Unit - III
5., Quantum theory of radiation: (14)
Black body-Ferry's brack body_- distribution of energy in trre 

_spectrum of Black body _ wein,sdisplacement raw, wein's raw,- RavreighJea;:, i; - a';;um rheory of radiation - planck,s raw _deduction of wein's Iaw, Rayreigh-iea,ir r"*, sL["., fi"ir;. pranck,s law. Measurement of radiationLIslng p)romelers Disappearing filament optical p1ror.,", - erperimenral o.r.rr;ruilon'_''a ngrr,o,py'o,eliomerer - dererminarion oirolur.orr,uri. 
"it"iiiu".'rlrp.rrrrr. ol rrn.

Unit - IV
6. Statistical Mechanics: (14;
Introduction, posturates of statisticar mechanics. 

_phase space, concept of ensembles and some knownerrsernbles. cla>sical and quanturn slatistic, ura tl.i, 
'jiffa 

.Borrzrnann's disrriburion rl* -vo1...r1r, .r;ilJl; ,, lo- 
t;rii'ir"fi-:i_r#,i:il:llryJffil;

3i]il8xli3r,]il. 
Bose-Einsrein Distribution r"'i,-i..ri-or# Distribution raw, comparison of three

NOTE: Problems shoukl be solved at the entl ofevery chapter of all units.

CIlg*-"x,
3c)ard o! S!'.itlies in PhYsics,

lr'la nalrna L,'andhr university

",,5r GON]il;', .i08 254. {T.9" }i
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

Susgested books

l. Fundamentals of Physics. Halliday/Resnick/Walker'C' Wiley India Edition 2007'

2. Second Year Physics - Telugu Academy'

3. Modern physics by R. Mr.G;;h;";;i Kiruthiga Siva prasath (for statistical Mlchanics) s- Chand

& Co.

+. ItloJ".n Physics by G. Aruldhas and P' Rajagopal, Eastern Economy Education'

s. e".k"l.v physics iourse. volume-5. Statisticai ehysics by F. Reif. The McGrtnu-Hill companies.

6.AnlntroductiontoThermalPhysicsbyDanielV.Schroeder.PearsonEducationLowPrice
Edition.

l. it 
".rnoayrrmics 

by R.C. Srivastava, Subit K' Saha& Abhay K' Jain Eastern Economy Edition'

S. irloa".n Engineering Physics by A's Vasudeva' S'Chand& Co Publications'

9. Feyman's L-ectures on Physics VoI. 1,2,3 & 4' Narosa Publications'

10. lntroduction to Statistical Mechanics' , B'B Laud, Macmillan' 1 981

11. Statistical Physics, K.Haung, Wiley Eastern 1988

o,[w"4----
q' ara otlit"r i 

:: :l :l],"iff 
'

M''. 
erJirl;i' ;o i* ir'i o

w.e.f 2019-2020
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B.Sc. (Physics) Sy[[abus, Mahatma Gandhi University

(w.e.f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics)-Iyear
Semester - II

Paper - II: Thermal Physics Practicals
(DSC-2: Compulsory)

1. Co-efficient ofthermal conductivity ofa bad conductor by Lee's method.
2. Measurement of Stelan's constant.

3. Specific heat ofa liquid by applying Newton's law ofcooling conection.
4. Heating elficiency ofelectrical kettle with varying voltages.

5. Calibration of thermo couple

6. Cooling Curve of a metallic body
7. Resistance thermometer

8. Thermal expansion ofsolids
9. Study ofconversion ofmechanical ener.gy toheat.
10. Deterrrine the Specific ofa solid ( graphite rod )

Note: Minimum of eight experiments should be performed. Maximum of 15 ,students per batch and
ntaximum of three students per experiment should be allotted in the regular practical class of three
hours per week.

Sussested Books

I .D.P. Khandelwal, "A laboratory manual for undergraduate classes,,(Vani
Publish ing House, New Delhi).

2. S.P. Singh, "Advanced Practical Physics" (Pragati prakashan, Meerut).
3. Worsnop and Flint- Advanced Practical Physics for students.
4. "Practical Physics" R.K Shukla, Anchal Srivastava

SrJard of Sl,.;t:tic.s in physic$!
Menattr.-r G.,rc.r j Unrversity I

^,ir coItDA-ict 254 iT.g hl}
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B.Sc. (Physics) Sytlabus, Mahatma Garidhi University

w.e.f 2019-2020)

B.Sc. (Physics)- [I Year

Semester - III
PaPer - III: Electromagnetic Theory

(DSC-3: Compulsory)

1 Total: 56 hrs
! (4 tlts / weck)

Unit I : Electrostatics (14 IIrs)
Electric Field:- Concepi of electric field lines and electric flux, Gauss's law (Integral and differtintial

forms), application to linear, plane and spherical charge distributions. Conservative nature of electric

field ;E','irotational field. Electric potential:- Concept of electric potential, relation between electric

potential and electric field, potential energy of a system of charges. Energy density in an electric field.

Calculation of potential from electric field for a spherical charge distribution.

Unit II : Magnetostatics (14 Hrs)

Concept ofmignetic field 'B' and magnetic flux, Biot-Savafi's law, B due to a straight curent carrying

conduitor. Force on a point charge in a magnetic field. Properties of B, curl and divergence of B,

solenoidal field. Integral form of Ampere's law, Applications of Ampere's law: field due to straight,

circular and solenoidal currents. Energy stored in magnetic field. Magnetic energy in terms of curent

and inductance. Magnetic force between two current camying conductors. Magnetic field intensity.

Ballistic Galvanometer:- Torque on a curlent loop in a uniform magnetic field, working principle of

8.G., current and charge sensitivity, electromagnetic damping, critical damping resistance.

Unit III: Electromagnetic Induction and Electromagnetic waves (14)

Faraday's laws of induction (differential and integral form), Lenz's law, self and mutual Induction.

Continlity equation, modification of Ampere's law, displacement current, Maxwell equations'

Maxwell's equations in vacuum and dielectric medium, boundary conditions, plane wave equation:

transverse nature of EM waves, velocity of light in vacuum and in medium. Poynting's theorem.

UNIT IV:
Varying and alternating currents (7 IIrs)
Growth and decay of currents in LR, CR and LCR circuits-Critical damping. Alternating current,

relation between current and voltage in pure R, C and L-vector diagrams - Power in ac circuits.

LCR series and parallel resonant circuit-Q-factor. AC & DC motors-single phase, three phase

(basics only).

Network Theorems (7 Hrs)

Passive elements, Power sources, Active elements, Network models: T and ft Transformations,

Superposition theorem, Thevenin's theorem, Norton's theorem. Reciprocity theorem and

Maximum power transfer theorem (Simple problems).

Note: Problems should be solved at the end ofevery chapter of all units.

9/)ard of Sl,j,;rc1s in physiC:r. 
-

IVlaf,atrra ..ior,nn: i-jniverSrlv
^..1r GorlDA.508 ?54 /T.i )i
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w.e.f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Ghndhi University

Sugsested Books:

I . Fundamentals of electricity and magnetism By Arthur F. Kip (McGraw-Hill, I 96g)

2. Electricity and magnetism by J.H.Fewkes & John yarwood. vor.I (oxford Univ. press, r 99l ).

3. Introduction to Electrodynamics, 3rd edition, by David J. Griffiths, 6enjamin !'ummings, r 998).

4. Electricity and magnetism By Edward M. purcell (McGraw-Hill Education, 19g6)

5. Electricity and magnetism. By D C Tayal (Himalaya publishing House,l ggg)

6. Electromagnetics by Joseph A.Edminister 2nd ed.(r\ew Derhi: Tata McGraw Hix, 2006).

T,Iw-*^-
srrrro o, 

",..-,.'"1",narn. r,r" iii].l 
s tn Phvsrcs,

t,r, 66ryo^l ri; ;1?:r}_"j,
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w.e.f 2019-2070
B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

B.Sc. (Physics) - II Year
Semester - III

Paper - III: Electromagnetic Theory Practicals

(DSC-3: ComPulsory)

t

l. To verifY the Thevenin Theorem

2. To verifY Norton Theorem

3. To verify Superposition Theorem

4. To verify maximum power transfer theorem'

5. To determine a small resistance by Carey Foster's bridge'

L. To d",".*ir" the (a) current sensiiivity, (b) charge sensitivity' and (c) CDR of a B'G'

7. To determine high resistance by leakage method'

8. To detennine thi ratio oftwo capacitances by De Sauty's bridge'

9. To determine self-inductance of a coil by Anderson's bridge using AC'

10. To deternrine self-inductance ofa coil by Rayleigh's method'

I l. To determine coefficient of Mutual inductance by absolute method

12. LR circuit

13. RC circuit
14. LCR series circuit

15. LCR parallel circuit

Note: Minimum of eight experiments should be performed

l,luri.r, of 15 stude-nts per batch and maximum ofthree students per experiment should be allotted in

the regular practical class ofthree hours per week'

Sussested Books:

I . B. L. Worsnop and H. T. Flint, Advanced Practical Physics, Asia Publishing House, New Delhi.

2.lnduPrakashandRamakrishna,ATextBookofPracticalPhysics,KitabMahal

goard o! Stu"iies in PhYsice'

IJlahatrna GarrCh! LlrlverSitY

A.ir GOI{DI\-i0ii ?54 {'I'i }
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B.Sc. (Physics) Sytlabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

B.Sc. (Physics.y - II year
Semester - IV

Paper - IV: Waves and Optics
@SC-4: Compulsory)

tlotal: 56 H.s
(4 Hrs / week)

U n it-l: Waves (14 Hrs)
Fundamentals of Waves -Transverse rvave propagation along a stretched string, general solution of
wave equation and its significance, modes of vibration of stretched ,t.i,[ ""tump"a 

ui 
"nos,overtones, energy transport, transverse impedance.

Longitudinal vibrations in bars-. wave equation and its general solution. Special cases (i) bar fixed
at both ends ii) bar fixed at the midpoint iii) bar free at both ends irl t". r*"J )i 

"r" 
*a.

Transverse vibrations in a bar- wave equation and its generar rorrtior. go*;u.y 
"oirairiorr,clamped free bar, free-free bar, bar supported at both ends, iuning fork.

Unit II: Interference: (14 Hrs)
Plinciple of superposition - coherence - temporal coherence and spatial coherence - conditions forInterfe;'ence of Iight.

lnterference by division of wave front: Fresne|s biprism - derermination of wave length of right.Determination of thickness of a transparent materiar using Biprism - .-rrlrg" ;r ph"l 
'ont."rr."rron 

_
LIoyd's mirror experiment.

Inte|ference_by division ofamplitude: oblique incidence ofa plane wave on a thin film due to reflected andtransmitred light (Cosine law) - corours of thin fir.s Non-reflecting filrrs - i.terf..e;;"'iy u ptun*parallel film illuminated by a point source - Interference by a firm ,"itt., ti,o ,or-pururt"i r"n".rirg rr.tin.",(wedge shaped film) Determination of diameter of wire-Newton's rings in reflected- rigrri' *i,*, ,rawithout contact between rens and glass plate, Newton's rings in transmitted light (Haidinger F.ringes) _
Determination of wave rength of monochromatic light - Mlcherson Interferometer - typei of liingesDetermination of wavelength of monochromatic Iighf Difference in *ur.r"ngtr.,-oi roaiu#il,,6, Irr". unathickness ola thin transparent plate.

Unit III: Diffraction: (14 Hrs)
Introduction - Distinction between Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction, Fraunhofer diffraction:- Difliactiondue to single slit and circular apefture - Limit of resolution - Fraunhofer diffraction due to double slit -Fraunhofer diffr.acrion pattern with N slits (diffraction grating).
Resolving Power ofgrating Determination ofwave re"ngth litight in normar and obrique incidencemethods usi ng diffraction grating.
Fresnel dif'fraction-Fresnel's harfperiod zones - area ofthe harfperiod zones -zone plate - Comparison ofzone plate with convex lens - Phase reversal zone plate - diffraciion at a straight edge - difference betweeninterference and diffraction.

Unit IV: Polarization (14 Hrs)
Polarized light : Methods of Polariz-ation, Polarizatioin by reflection, retiaction, Double refraction. selectiveabso'ption , scartering of right - Brewster's law - M;ru; il.- 

_Nicol 
prism p"r"iir.l #J*ay^. _Refraction of pJane wave incident on negative and positive crystals (Huygen.s expranation) - euarter waveplate, Half wave prate - Babinet's 

"o.p-"nruto. - {ipti""r 
""tiJiy, 

anarysis of iight by Laurent,s half shadepolarimeter.

NOTE: Problems should be solved ar the end of every chapter ofall units

qoard of Stridies in Physict'
.l',,1a hatrn?. GanChi University
r\i.-r .GOt'lDA. 508 254., irrqs

w.e.f 2019-2020
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

w.e.f 2019-2020

Sugsested books

l. Optics by AjoyGhatak The McGraw-Hill companies'

Z. Optics Uy Subramaniyam and Brijlal S' Chand & Co'

:. nunau*"ntuls of Physics' Halliday/Resnick/Walker'C Wiley India Editio! 2001"^ 
^

O. b0,". and Spectroscopy' R' Murugeshan and Kiruthiga Siva Prasath' S' Chand & Co'

j. Second Year Physics - Ie ltLgu Academy'

6. Modern Engineering Physics by A S Vasudeva' S Chand& Co Publications'

7. F"y.ur', Lectures on Physics Vol' l'2'3 & 4' Ncttosa Puhlications'

8 Fundamentals of Optics by Jenkins A' Francis and White E' Harvey' McGraw Hill Inc'

q. Ph) sical OPtics. K. Chatak

l0.OpticalandAtomicPhysics,DP'Khandelwal'HimalayaPublishingHouse'Bombay'1988

I 1. Fundamental of Optics' Jenkins and White' McGraw-Hill

12. Optics, Srnith and Thomson, John Wiley and sons

3r:ard ol St'.idies in Physic$'

!1a ha t11a rjarrChi iirtrversity

\Ar GOl.lDA-'i0S 254. iT,Ss
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University
w.e,f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics) - II year
Semester - [V

paper _ IV: Waves and Optics practicals
(DSC-4: Compulsory)

I Thickness ofa wire using wedge method. 
I2 Determination of wavelength ollight using Biprism. !

J. lleterminalion of Radius oIcurvarure ola given convex lens by lorming Nelr ton.s rings.4. Resolr ing power ofgrating.
5. Study of optical rotation-polarimeter.
6. Dispersive power ofa prism
T Determination,of waverength of light using diffraction grating minimum deviation method.8. Wavelength of light using diffractLn grati"ng _ no.rli in"la"n"" rn"tf,oa.9. Resolving power ofa telescope.
10. Refracrive index ofa Iiquid and glass lBovs Methodi.ll. Pulfrich refractometer _ determin_ation of refractiu-e-index ofliquia.
12. Wavelength ofLaser lightusing diffraction grating. 

^-'"-'
13. Ver ification of Laws of a srretched string (Tiree iaws).
14. Velocity ofTransverse wave along a stre-t"fr"a ,trlrg 

-'

15. Determination of frequency of a Ua._ Uelae.,s experiment

Note" Minimum of eight experintents shotld be performed McLrimum of 15 students per batch ond

;::;::;:::I:!:e 
students per experiment 

'ho"trt 
i, ottotted in th",rgrto, p,oiii"L{"io* o7,n 

",
Supsested Books

I .D.P. Khandelwal, ,,A 
taboratory manual for undergraduate classes,,(Vani

Publishing House, New Delhi).
2. S.P. Singh, ,.Advanced practical physics,, (pragati prakashan, Meerut).3. Worsnop and Flint- Advancett praciicat phi"i;;;.;;;;r."
4. "Practical Physics,' R.K Shukla, er.mt'S.iuuslu.

M*^'t-'
qoard o! St"iJies in PhY:i:$'

ii:l:x g: lu i;l::i".:rk
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

w.e,f 2019'2020

B.Sc. (Physics)- III Year

Semester - V
Paper - V (A): Modern PhYsics

@SE-1: Elective)
Total: 56 Hrs

($ Hrs / week)

UNIT - 1 : SPECTROSCOPY (14 Hrs)

Atomic Spectra: Introduction - Diawbacks of Bohr's atomic model - Sommerfeld's elliptical orbits -

relativistic correction (no derivation). Stern & Gerlach experiment, Vector atom model and quantum

numbers associated with it. L-S and j-j coupling schemes. Spectrai terms, selection rules, intensity

,.ul"r-rp."tru of alkali atoms, doublet fine stiucture, Zeeman Effect, Paschen-Back Effect and Stark

Effect (basic idea).

Molecular Speciroscopy:Types of molecular spectra, pure rotational energies and spectrum of

diatomic molicule. Deiermination of inter nuclear distance.Vibrational energies and spectrum of

diatomic molecule. Raman effect, classical theory of Raman effect. Experimental arrangement for

Raman effect and its applications.

UNIT - II: Quantum Mechanics (14 IIrs)
Inadequacy oi classical Physics: Spectral radiation - Planck's law (only discussion). Photoelectric

elfect - Einstein,s photoelectric equation. compton's effect - experimental verification.

Matter waves & uncertainty principle: de Broglie's hypothesis - wavelength of matter waves,

propefiies of matter waves. Phase and group velocities. Davisson and Germer experiment. Double slit

experirnent. Standing de Brogile waves of electron in Bohr orbits. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle

for position and rnoientum (i and pJ, Energy and time (E and t). Gamma ray microscope. Diffraction

by a single slit. Position ofelectron in a Bohr orbit. Complementary principle ofBohr'

Schrodinger Wave Equation

Schrodingir time indipendent and time dependent wave equations. Wave function properties -

Significaice. Basic posiulates of quantum mechanics. Operators, eigen functions and eigen values,

expectation values.

Unit - III: Nuclear PhYsics (14 Hrs)
Nuclear Structure: Basic properties of nucleus - size, charge, mass, spin, magnetic dipole moment

and electric quadrupole moment. Binding energy ofnucleus, deuteron binding energy, p-p, n-n, and n-

p scattering (ionceptsl, nuclear forces. Nuclear models - liquid drop model, shell model'

Alpha and Beta Decays: Range of alpha particles, Geiger - Nuttal law. Gammow's theory of alpha

decay. Geiger Nuttal law from Gammow's theory. Beta spectrum - neutrino hypothesis,

Particle Detectors: GMcounter, propottionalcounter, scintillationcounter.

UNIT: IV: Solid State Physics &Crystallography (14 Hrs)

Crystal Structure: Crystalline nature of matter, Crystal lattice, Unit Cell, Elements of synmetry.

Crystal systems, Bravais lattices. Miller indices. Simple crystal structures (S.C., BCC, FCC, CsCl,

NaCI, diamond and ZincBlende)

X- ray Diffraction: Diffraction ofX -rays by crystals, Bragg's law, Experimental techniques - Laue's

method and powder method.

Bonding in Crystals: Types of bonding in crystals - characteristics of crystals with different

bondingi. Lattice energy of ionic crystals- determination of Madelung constant for NaCl crystal,

Calculation of Born Coefficient and repulsive exponent. Born-Haber cycle.

NOTE: Probtems should be solved at the end of every chapter of all units.

Soard o! Stlidies in Physict',
.[,rahatrne Ga rdhl University

\,ir GCrl'tilA-i08 254 /T I I
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B.Sc. (Physics) Sy[[abus, Mahatma Gandhi University

w.e.f 2019-2020

Sussested books:

t.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Modern Physics by G. Aruldhas & P.Rajagopal. Eastern EconomyEdition.

Concepts of Modern Physics by Arthur Beiser. Tata Mccraw-HillEdition. 
{

Modern Physics by R. Murugeshan and Kiruthiga Sivaprasath.s. Chand & io.
Nuclear Physics by D.C. Tayal, Himalaya PublishingHouse.

Molecular structure and Spectroscopy by G.Aruldhas. prentice Hall of India, New Delhi.
spectroscopy -Atomic and Molecular by Gurdeep R chatwal and Shyam Anand -Himalaya
Publishing House.

Third Year Physics - Telugu Academy.

Elements of Solid State Physics by J.P. Srivastava. (for chapter on nanomaterials)-prentice-hall
of India Pvt. Ltd.

3.jard ot Str.;riies in Physic$,
.tr1ahairna Canihi iiniversity
\tl GOl'liJA- a,08 254 iT,-f'.*
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8.5c. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Candni University

(w.e.f 2019-2020)

B.Sc. (Physics) - III year

Semester - V
Paper- V (A): Modern Physics Practicals

(DSE-1: Elective)

t..

I . Measurement of Planck's constant using black body radiation and photo-detector

2. Photo-electric effect: photo current versus intensity and wavelength oflight; maximum energy

of photo-electrons versus frequency oflight
3. To determine the Planck's constant using LEDs ofat least 4 different colors.

4. To determine the ionization potential ofmercury.

5. To determine the absorption lines in the rotational spectrum of Iodine vapour.

6. To determine the value ofe/m by (a) Magnetic focusing or (b) Bar magnet.

7. To setup the Millikan oil drop apparatus and determine the charge ofan electron.

8. To show the tunneling effect in tunnel diode using I-V characteristics.

9. To determine the wavelength of laser source using diflraction of single slit.
10. To determine the wavelength of laser source using diffraction of double slits.

11. To determine (l) wavelength and (2) angular spread of He-Ne laser using plane diffraction
grating

12. To determine the value ofe/m for electron by long solenoid method.

13. Photo Cell - Determination ofPlanck's constant.

14. To veri{y the inverse square law of radiation using a photo-electric cell.
15. To find the value ofphoto electric work function ofa material ofthe cathode using a photo-

electric cell.

16. Measurement of magnetic field - Hall probe method.

17. To determine the dead tirne of a given G.M. tube using double source.

18. Hydrogen spectrum - Determination of Rydberg's constant

19. Energy gap of intrinsic semi-conductor

20. G. M. Counter - Absorption coefficients of a material.

21. To draw the plateau curve for a Geiger Muller counter.

22. To find the half-life period ofa given radioactive substance using a G.M. Counter.

Reference Books:

L Advanced Practical Physics for students, B.L. Flint and H.T. Worsnop, 1971, Asia Publishing
House

Advanced level Physics Practicals, Michael Nelson and Jon M. Ogbom, 4th Edition, reprinted
1985, Heinemann Educational Publishers

A Text Book of Practical Physics, I. Prakash & Ramakrishna, 1 1th Edn, 201 l,Kitab Mahal

Note: Minimum of eight experiments should be performed.

qriard of St,irlies in physic$ "
.ilahalrr,,-,,.,-.,^.,,''|iYrI.,\t.
t. -r ,:.,^., 

_rr rrr ' \'J'ilvgfSityr. rr GOt jL,A- j0s ,H. ii
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w.e,f 2019.2020

B.Sc. (Physics) Sytlabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

B.Sc. (Physics) - III Year
Semester - V

Paper - V (B) : Computational
Physics (DSE-1: Elective)

I .. Totrrr s6 h..
(4 Hrs / rveek)

UNIT I: Programming in C (14 Hrs)
Flow charts, algorithms, Integer and floating-point arithmetic. precision, variable types, arithmetic
statements, input and output statements, control statements, executable and non-executable statements,
arravs. Repetitive and logical structures, Subroutines and functions, operation with files, operating
systems, Creation of executable programs.

UNIT II: Numerical methods of Analysis (14 Hrs)
Solution of algebraic and transcendental equation, Newton Ramphson method, Solution of
simultaneous Iinear equations. Matrix inversion method, Interpolation, Newton and Lagrange formulas,
Numerical diflerentiation. Numerical integration, Trapezoidal, Simpson and gauiian' quadrature
methods, Least square curve fitting, Straight line and polynomial fits.

UNIT III: Numerical solution of ordinary differential equations (14 Hrs)
Eulers and Runge kutta methods, simulation. Generation of uniformly distributed random integers,
statistical tests of randomness. Monte-Carlo evaluation of integrals and error analysis, Non-uniform
plobability distributions, Imporlance sampling, Rejection method

UNIT IV: Computational methods (14 Hrs)
Metropolis algorithm, Molecular diffusion and Brownian motions, Random walk problems and their
Montecarlo simulation. Finite element and Finite difference methods. Boundary value and initial value
ploblems, density functional methods.

Note: Problems should be solved at the end of every chapter of all units

Susgested Books:

l. Cornputational methods in Physics and Engineering: Wong
2. Cornputer Oriented Numerical methods: Rajaraman
3. Computer Programming in Fortran 77: Rajaraman
4. Applied Numerical Analysis: Gerald
5. A Guide to Manto - Carlo simulations Statistical physics: Land

^i.,r 
t C 6n,,-.0 - ni; ril':i:Xi.

Uliversity
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syltabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

(w.e.f 20'19-2020)

B.Sc. (Physics) - III year

Semester - V
Paper - Y (B): Computational Physics Practicals

(DSE-1: Elective)

t..

1. Jacobi Method of Matrix diagonalization

2. Solution of Transcendental or Polynomial equations by the Newton Raphsonmethod

3. Linear curve fitting and calculation oflinear correlation coefficients

4. Matrix Simulation: Subtraction and Multiplication.

5. Matrix Inversion and solution of simultaneous equations

6. Lagrange interpolation based on given input data

7. Numerical integration using the Simpsons method.

8. Numerical integration using the Gaussian quadrature method.

9. Solution offirst order Differential Equation using Runge-kutta method.

I 0. Numerical first order differentiation of a given function.
I l. Fast Fourier transform

12. Monte Carlo Integration

13. Use ofa package for data generation and graph plotting.

14. Test ofRandomness for random numbers generators.

Note: Minimum of eight experiments should be performed. Maximum of 15 students per batchand

naxirnum of three students per experiment should be allotted in the regular practical class ofthree
hours per week.

Board of Siridies in Physic$,

tulahatrxii ai ari'j h i University
r. 1i GOr'lDA - 508 254 {T,-e}J
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B.5c. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University
w.e.f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics) - III year
Semester - VI

Paper - VI (A): Electronics
(DSE-2: Elective)

I ., Total: 56 hrs
(4 Hrs /week)Unit - I: (14 Hrs)

1' Band theory of p-N junction: Energy band in solids (band theory), varence band, conductionband and forbidden energy gap in sorlds, insurators, semi condujors 
"ra-fr."'* iroirri.

semiconductors and impure or extrinsic semi-conductors. N-type semi-condr"tJ.i,'p-lyp..".i
conductors, Fermi level, continuity equation.
I Diodes: P-N junction diode, Harf-wave, fulr-wave and bridge rectifier. Zener diode & itsclraracteristics. Zener. diode as r oltage regulator.

Unit-II: (14 Hrs)
1' Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) - p-n-p and n-p-n transistors, curent components intransistors, cB, cE and CC configurations - transistor as an amprifier -RC coupled amprifierFrequency response (eualitative analysis).
2 Feedback concept &. osci,ators: Feedback, Generar theory of reedback{oncepts ofoscillators, Barkhausen's criteria, phase shift oscilrator - Expression ro. a"qr"r"y o?or.iriution.

Unit-III: (14 Hrs)
Special devices- construdion and characteristics: photo diod_e - Shockrey diode -Solar cell, opto_couplers - Field Effect Transistor (FET) - FET as an Amprifier - uni runction r.""rir,". iulr;,U.lr as a reraxation oscillator - Siricon contro[ed rectifier (scR) - SCR as u.*itlr.,. 

---'"'"-'

Unit-IV: (14 Hrs)
1. Digital Electronics
Binary number system, conversion of binary to decimar and vice-versa. Binary addition andsubtraction (1's and 2's comprement methoas;.uexadecim;i ;;il .;,"#.'8irfill", u"-binary to hexadecimar and vice-versa, oecimat to hexa;eLimar and vice-versa.
2, Logic gates:
oR, AND, NOT gates, tmth tables, realization of these gates using discrete components. NAND,NOR as universar gates, Excrusive - oR gate 6x-on;.-n" uorgan,s Laws -verification.

NOTE: Problems should be solved from every chapter ofall units.

Suggested Bool{s:
l Ef ectronic devices and circuits - M,rman and Harkias. Mc.Grqw-Hi, Education.2 principles of Electronics by V.K. Mehta _ S Cn"iai i".:, nlic Electronics (Solid state) _ B. L. Theraja, S. Cfl*J t C".4. A Fir.st Course in Electronics_ Anwar A. Khan& fun.frun X. Dey, pHI.
5. Physics of Semiconductor Devices_ S. M. Sze
6. Physics of Semiconductors_ Streetman.

7. Basic Electronics - Bernod Grob.
8. Basic Electronics for B.Sc (physics) III year, 2019, Telugu Academy
9. Digital Principles & Applications - A.p. Malvino and D.p. Leach

goard of Stii.jies in physicb,
.irta ha lrn J ..-,r rrijhi,,inrversrtv

^rAI 6651p4- 55ii 2.<.4 /T ... r.
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B.Sc. (Physics) Sy[tabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

(w.e.f 2019-2020)

B.Sc. (Physics) - III year
Semester - VI

Paper-VI (A): Electronics Practicals
(DSE-2: Elective)

l. Construction of logic gates (AND, OR, NOT, gates ) with discrete components- Truth table

Verification

2 AND, OR, NOT - gates constructions using universal gates - Verification of truth tables.

_ 3. Construction of NAND and NOR gates with discrete components and truth table verification

4. Characteristics ofa Transistor in CE configuration

' 
5. R.C. coupled amplifier - lrequency response.

6 Verification of De Morgan's Theorem.

7 Zener diode V-I characteristics.

& P-n junction diode V- I characteristics.

- 9. Zener diode as a voltage regulator

10. Construction of a model D.C. power supply

11. R C phase shift Oscillator determination of output frequency

Note: Minimum oleight experiments should be performed.

Sussested Books:
' 

1. B.Sc. Practical Physics - C. L. Arora - S. Chand & Co.

. 2. Viva-voce in Physics-R.C. Gupt4 Pragathi Prakashan, Meerut.

3. Laboratory manual for Physics Course by B.P. Khandelwal.

4. Practical Physics by M. Arul Thakpathi by Comptex Publishers.

-- 5. B.Sc. practical physics - Subbi Reddy.

W
Soard ol St"'.idica in PhYsic$,

tula fiatrxa Ga'rdri u|ilversity
!. lrcoljDA-50s 2 3r'1. '-J.i 
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B.Sc. (Physics) Sy[[abus, Mahatma Gandhi University

w.e.f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics)- III Year
Semester - VI

Paper - VI (B): AppLED OPTICS

@SE-2: Elective)

Unit I: Principles of LASER (14 Hrs)

t ., Total: 56 Hrs
(4 Hrs /wcck )

Errission and absorption of Radiation. -Einstein Relations- Pumping Mechanism- optical feedback-
Laser rate equation for two, three and Four level Lasers, pumping threshold conditibn- principle of
Laser beams. classification of LASER Systems- Gas, Liquid and Solid Lasers He-Ne and Argon
Lasels, their energy level schemes- Ruby Laser and YAG laser, GA-As Laser and their applications in
various fields.

Unit II: Holography (14 Hrs)
Basic principle of Holography- Recording of amplitude and phase. The recording medium-
reconstruction of original wave front- lmage formation by wave front reconstruction- GaboiHologram-
limitations of Gabor Hologram-Fourier Transform Hologram-volume Hologram- Applications of
holograms.

Unit III: (14 Hrs)
Fourier and Non-Linear Optics: Thin lens as phase transformation-thickness function-various types
of lenses- Fourier transforming properties of lenses-Object placed Infront of the lens- Object ptaced
behind the lens.

Non-Linear Optics: harmonic generation- second harmonic generation-phase matching condition-
Optical rnixing- parametric generation of Light- Self focusing of light.

Unit IV: Optical Fibers (14 Hrs)
Fiber types and their structures. Ray optic representation, Acceptance angle and numerical aperture.
Step irldex and graded index fibers. Single mode and rnulti-mode fibers. Fi6er mat".id, it. gla* nue..
and plastic fibers. Signal attenuation in.optical fibers. Absorption, Scattering una t"nain!-torr.. ln
fibers, cote and cladding losses. Material dispersion, wave guide dispersion, iitermoaai jisiortion 

and
pu lse broadening.

Note:-Problerns should be solved at the end ofevery chapter ofall units

Susgested Books:

l. Opto electronics an Introduction-Wilson & JFB Hawkes 2,d edition
2. Introduction to Fourier optics-JW Goodman
3. Lasers and Non linear Optics-BB Laud
4. Optical electronics - Ghatak and Thyagarajan
5. Principles of Lasers- O.Svelto
6. Optical fiber communication -Bv Geradkeiser
7. Optical fiber communication-by John M Senior (pHI)

qr.la r'r! o!'sltiiircs jn phystcs

:i/.a 
rr: 

I,l Ga,,c!h, l_i;.,1ygr5,1,
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B.Sc. (Physics) Sytlabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

(w.e,f 2019-2020)

B.Sc. (Physics) - III year

Semester - VI
Paper - V[ (B): Applied Optics Practicals

(DSE-2: Elective)

1. Study ofthe Profile ofa laserbeam

2. Determination olthe diameter of a thin wire using laser

3. Determination of rvavelenglh of He-Ne laser by transmission grating

4. Construction and recording ofa Hologram

5. Study ofFourier transforming properties oflenses

6. Study ofsecond harmonic generation by KDP crystal

7. Measurement ofnumerical aperture ofan optical fiber
8. Measurement ofcoupling losses in optical fiber
9. Measurement ofbending losses in optical fiber

10. Study ofaudio signal transmission through optical fiber
I I . To study the interference of light using optical fiber

Note: Minimum ofeight experiments should be performed.

Susgested Books:

l. Introduction to Fourier Optics- J Goodman

2. Optical Fiber Communication- John M senior

3. Principles of Lasers-by O.Svelto

4. Modern Optics by Grant Fowles

5. Principles of Optics by Born & Wolf
6. Fundamentals of Optics by Jekins & White

'llh*-^J\---
"t'rlAtRMan'

c o aro olliu di 
:: I 1,,:Il''J,ir"'

:'l:1'[.,:J l;a iro '-r 
i r
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University
(w.e.f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics) - II Year
Semester - III

Experimental methods & Error analysis
(sEC - r)

t

1,'fil?I"fi^
Unit I: Experimental Methods (14 Hrs)

Least count of an instruments, Instruments for measuring mass, length, time, angle, current, voltage.
Fundamental Units. Precession and accuracy of measurements, source ol error in measurements,
necessity of estimating errors, types of errors, reading error of instrument, Calibration error, random
error, system error, Significant digits, order of magnitude and rounding of numbers, rounding error,
absolute and relative error. Errors of computation- addition, subtractionl multiplication, division error
in power and roots, propagation erors, analysis ol data, standard deviation, calculation oi meanvalue.

Unit II: I Statistical analysis oferrors (14 Hrs)

Mean mode and standard deviation, Standard deviation of mean, Least squares fitting, Normal
distribution, covariance and correlation, Binomial distribution, passion distribution, chi-squari test.

Note:-Problems should be solved at the end ofevery chapter ofall units

Supgested Book:

l. The theory oferrors in physical Measurements JC pal New central book agency -2010

9oard ol Stl;dies in Physlct,
.ltvlahatrna fi a nChi University

^\Ai 
GOtiDr:r-i08 254 1T,F-i,r,
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B.Sc. (Physics) Sy[labus, Mahatma Gandhi University

(w.e,f 2019-2020)

B.Sc. (Physics) - II Year
Semester - III

Electrical circuit Networking
(sEC - rD t

Total: 28 Hrs
(2 Hrs /week)

Unit I: (16 Hrs)
Basic electricity principles: Voltage, current, resistance and power - Ohm's law Series, parallel and

series-parallel combinations of resistances - AC electricity and DC electricity - Familiarization with
multimeter, voltmeter and ammeter

Electrical circuits: Main electric circuit elements and their combination - Rules to analyze DC sourced
electrical circuits current and voltage drop across the DC circuit elements - single-phase and three-
phase alternating current sources - Rules to analyze AC sourced electrical circuits - Real, imaginary
and complex power components ofAC source Power factor - saving energy and money Electrical
drawing and symbols: Drawing symbols - Blueprints - Reading schematics Ladder diagrams

Electrical schematics: Power circuits - Control circuits - Reading of circuit schematics - Tracking the

connections of elements and identification ofcurrent flow and voltage drop

Generators and Transformers: DC power sources, AC/DC generators - Inductance, capacitance and

impedance Operationoftransformers.
Electric motors: Single-phase, three phase & DC motors-Basic design Interfacing DC or AC sources
to control heaters and motors Speed & power ofAC motor
Solid state devices: Resistors, inductors and capacitors - Diode and rectifiers - Components in series

or parallel Response inductors and capacitors with DC or AC sources

Unit-II: (12 Hrs)
Electrical protection: Relays, fuses and disconnect switches - Circuit breakers - Overload devices -
Ground-l'ault protection - Grounding and isolating - Phase reversal - Surge protection,Interfacing
DC or AC sources to control elements (Relay protection device)

Electrical wiring: Different types of conductors and cables - Basics of wiring - Star and Delta
connection voltage drop and losses across cables and conductors Instruments too measure current,
voltage and power in DC and AC circuits Insulation - Solid and stranded cable, conduit, cable trays -
Splices: wire nuts, crimps, terminal blocks, split bolts and solder Preparation ofextension board.

Note. Problerus should be solved at the end ofevery chapter ofall units

Suggested Books:

1. A text book in electrical technology - B. L. Thereja - S. Chand & Co.
2. A text book of electrical technology - A. K. Thereja
3. Performance and design of AC machines - M. G. Say ELBS Edn

fr,ho
Soard o! Stri'Jies in PhYsictr,
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahhtma Gindhi University
w.e.f 2019-2020

Unit I: (I4 Hrs)

B.Sc. (Physics)- tI Year
Semester - IV

Basic Instrumentation
(sEC - rD

t

Total: 28 Hrs
(2 Hrs / week- )

Basics of measurement: Instruments accuracy, precision, sensitivity, resolution, range, etc - Effors inrreasurements and loading effects Murtimeter: principres of measurement of dc vollge and dccurent, ac voltage and ac current, resistance - Specifications ofa multimeter a"a tr,"ii!rgnlr"ur""
Electronic Yoltmeter: Advantage over conventional multimeter for vottug". ,"urr..r"ii'*iir-, ..rp".,
to input impedance and sensitivity - Principles ofvoltage measurement (Block diasram onlvr -Specifications of an Electric voltmeter, murtim.eter andlheir signifi.;";; -;c;;ii;;ii,r.,""',# ryp". orAC mill voltmeters - Block diagram of AC mill voltmeter Amilifier-rectifier and Rectiirer-amplifier -Specifi cations and their signifi cance
Cathode Ray oscilloscope (CRo): Block diagram of CRo construction of CRT - electron gun -electrostatic focusing and acceleration (euaritative only) - Brier description oiscreen ptorit o., uirrutpersistence and chemical composition_ Time-base operation - synchronizati"" - r.""t p""j aontrols -specifications ofcRo and their significance - Use ofcRo forihe measurem*, 

"irii"g" d" and a"
!90.u"1"y, 

time period - Special features ofdual trace - Introduction to aigital oscirror"of? - r.ou", -Digital storage oscilloscope: Block diagram and principle of working

Unit II: (14 Hrs)
Signal generators and Analysis instruments: Block diagram, explanation and specifications of lowfreqlency signal generator, pulse generator and function ge"nerator -'concept ortesting s;"-"inaution.Distoftion factor meter - wave analvsis.
Impetlance Bridges & e-meters: pr*.o,lg*, of bridge - working principres of basic (balancing
type) RLC bridge - Specifications orRLC bridge - Block dlagra, & w6rling principte, oiu [-,n.,". _
Digital LCR bridges
Digital Instruments: principre..and, working of digital meters - comparison of anarog & digitalinstruments - characteristics of digitar meter --workin"g princifres oraigital voltmeter.Digital multimeter: Brock diagram and working oi iigitai muttrmJte. - ;;;i;;g principle _ timeinterval, frequency and period measurement using univlrsal counter/Irequency counter - time-basestability, accuracy and resolution.

Note: Problents should be solved at rhe encl of every chapter of all units.

Susgested Books:
l. A text book in electrical technology _ B. L. Thereja S. Chand & Co.2. Performance and design of AC machines _ M. G- Say _'gpgg 96,3. Digital circuits and systems _ Venugopal, Tata McG'rawHill, 201 I4. Logic circuit design _ Shimon p. Vingion, Spring"., iO t Z5. Digital electronics - Subrata Choshall Cengige ;eaing, zOtZ6 Electronic devices and circuits - S. Sarivah"arin & N. s:k;;, 3'd Edn,2o12,Tata McGrawHill
7' Electronic circuits: Hand Book ofdesign and apprications - U. Tietze & ch. Schenk, Springer,

8. Electronic devices - Thomas L. Floyd, 7,h Edn., pearson lndia, 200g

';1:i1:1 
i' ' r;c: i11'env"ics,

^dr Got'ri,n -.,..,:l","jtlY
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University

(w.e.f 2019-2020)

B.Sc. (Physics) - II Year
Semester - IV

Digital Electronics
(sEC - I\) 

{

Total: 28 Hrs
(2 Hrs / week)

Unit I (14 Hrs)

Number Systems: Decimal, Binary, Octal and Hexadecimal.

Conversion: Binary to Decimal, Octal to Decimal, Hexadecimal to Decimal, Decimal to Binary,

Decimal to Octal and Decimal to Hexadecimal.
- 

Binary coded decimal, Excess-3 code, grey code, ASCII code.

Logic gates: OR, AND, NOT, EX-OR, NAND, NOR, Universal gates.

Flalfadder and Full adder.

Unit II: (14 Hrs)

Boolean algebra: Boolean laws, De-Morgan's theorems, Sum ofproducts, Product ofsums and

Karnaugh maps. Multiplexers and Demultiplexers.

Flip-Ftops: RS flip-flop, D flip-flop, JK flip-flop and MS flip-flop.

Registers: Types of Registers.

Counters: Synchronous and Asynchronous counters and their differences.

NOTE: Problems should be solved at the end ofevery chapter ofall units.

References:

1. Digital Electronics by Gothman

2. Digital principles and applications by Malvino and Leach

Suspested Books:

1. Electronic Devices and circuits - Jacob Milliman, Christos C. Haikais and satyabrata Jit,

Mc Graw Hill (India) Pvt. Ltd, 2010

2. Op-Amps and Linear Integrated circuits P. Ramakanth and Gaykward, 4th edition PHI,2000
3. Electronic measurements and instrumentation Technology - William D cooper and Ad Helfrick,

PHI,2002

4. Electronic devices and circuits - S. Shalivahan and N. Sureshkumar 2'd Edn, Mc Graw Hill,
Pvt. Ltd., 2007.

5. Basic Electronics for B.Sc (Physic$ III Year, 2019, Telugu Academy
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syttabus, Mahatma Gandhi University
w.e.f 2019-2020

.B.Sc. (Physics) - III
Year Semester - V

Renewal energy & Energy harvesting. (GE)
t Total: 56 Hrs

(4 Hrs / we€k )

Unit I: Principles of Solar Radiation and colrection (euaritative onry) (r4Hrs)
Non-renewable energy resources - principles of power generation and transmission. A model of
conventional thermal power plant. Advantages and disadvantages of conventional power plants. Role
and potential of new and renewable sources, the solar energy option, enuironmenLl imp'aci of solar
power, physics ofthe sun, the solar constant, solar radiation on tittla suitace, irrt.r-ent, ilirr-l"urr.ing
solar radiation and sun shine, solar radiation data.

Unit II: Solar Energy Storage and Applications (14Hrs)

Solar energy collectors - Flat plate and concentration collectors, classification ol concentration
collectors and orientation, advanced collectors. Different sensible, latent heat ara strutifi"a ,torag",
solar ponds. Solar Applications - solar heating/ cooling technique, solar distillation urd dryirg,
phorovoltric energy conversion.

Unit III: Wind and Bio-Mass Energy (l4Hrs)

Resources and potentials, horizontal and vefiical axis windmills, performance characteristics. principles
of B.io-conversion, Energy rrom waste, types ofbio-gas digesteri, gas yierd, combustion characteristics
ofbio-gas, utilization for cooking, LpG and CNG.

Unit IV: Geothermal and Ocean Energy (14Hrs)

Resources, types of werrs, methods of.harnessing the energy, potential in India. orEC, principles ofLrtilization, setting of orEC plants, thermodynimic cyctJs.'iraa and *aue 
"n"ro'p;;r,u, uno

conversion techniques, mini-hydel porver plants, land and their economics.

Suggested Books:

l. Non-Conventional Energy Sources - G.D Rai, Khanna publishers
2. Renewable Energy Resources - Twidell & Wier, CRC press ( Taylor & Francis)
3. Renewable energy resources - Tiwari and Ghosal" Narosa.
4. Renewable Energy Technologies - Ramesh & Kumar, Narosa
5. Non-Conventional Energy Systems - K Mittal. Wheeier
6. Renewable energy sources and emerging technologies _ D.p. Kothari, K.C. Singhal.
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B.Sc. (Physics) Syllabus, Mahatma Gandhi University
.e,f 2019-2020

B.Sc. (Physics)- III Year
Semester - VI
Nano Science

(Paper in lieu of project)
l

" Total: 56 Hrs
(4 Hrs / rvcek )unit I: (12 Hrs)

Length scales in physics and Nano structures: 1D, 2D and 3D nano structures (nanodots, thin films,
nanowires, nanorods), Band structure and density of states of materials at nano scate - Size'effects in
nano systems - Quantum confinement in 3D, 2D and lD nano structures and its consequences

Unit II: (16 Hrs)
Synthesis ofNano structure materials: Top-down and Bottom-up approach - phototithography _ Ballmilling - Gas phase condensation - v1cyu1 deposition - physicar ,'ri'a"p"ri',i* ip;B;: Th".r"levaporation- E-beam evaporation - pulsed Laier deposition - chemical uupo, d"io"itiJn (cvD) _Sol-Gel Electro deposition .. S^pray pyrorysis - i{ydrothermar synthesis - preparation through
colloidal nrethods - MBE growth of quantum dtts
Characrerization: X-Ray diffraction -_o,pticar microscopy - Scanning Electron Microscope (sEM) _
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) - Atomic Fo.ii Mi".os.opi (,AFd i;;;;i.unnering
Microscope

Unit III: (14 Hrs)
optical properties: coulomb interaction in nano structures - concept of dielectric constant for nano
structures and charging of nano structure - Quasi-particles and eicitons - Excitons in-ji..", unaindirect band gap semiconductor nanocrystals - Quantitative treatment of quasi-particles ara e*.itons -Charging effects - Radioactive processes: general formarization - ur.J.ptio,r, 

" 
!...riion uraluminescence

Optical properties ofhetero structures and nano structures
Electron Transport: carrier transport in nano structures - coulomb blockade effect _ thermionic
ernission - tunneling and hoping conductivity - Defects and impurities: Deep level unJ-*.ru"" a.te.,,

Unit IV: (14 Hrs)
Applications: Applications of nano. particles, quantum dots, nanowires and thin films for photonic
devices-(LED, solar cells) - Single electron devices (Qualitative only) - CNT based transistors Nanomaterial devices: Quantum dots - hetero structure Laiers
optical switching and opticar data storage - Magnetic quantum well - magnetic dots - magnetic datastorage Micro Electromechanical Systems (MEMS), Nano Electromechan[ar Systems gvEfus.y

Sussested Books:

Introduction_to Nanotechnology _ C.p. poole, Jr. Frank, J. Owens _ Wiley India pvt, Ltd.
Nanotech_nology: principles & practices - S.K. Kulkarni _ Capital publisiiing C".l ' 

---
Introduction to Nanoscience and Technology - K.K. Chatopajhyay, A.N. Benerjee _ pHI
Learning Pvt. Ltd.
Nanotechnology Richard Booker, Earl Boysen _ John Wiley and Sons
Nanoparticle Technology Handbook _ M. Hosokawa, t<. Nogi, tr4. Naita, T. yokoyama,
Elsevier,2o07. r vrwrs,ro'

Springer Handbook of Nanotechnology - Bharath Bhushan, Springer-verlag, Berlin, 2004.
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